January 23: Introduction

January 30: Discussions of Comparative Methodology


February 6: I, Global Analysis and Hegemonic Powers


February 14: It, Global Analysis and Hegemonic Decline

February 20: The Direction of Capitalist Development: The Fordist Model
* Alfred Chandler, "The Rise and Evolution of Big Business."
* Harry Braverman, "Scientific Management" Labor and Monopoly Capital, Chapter 4.
* Michael Piore and Charles Cabel "Mass Production as Destiny and Blind Decision," Chapter Two in The Search Industrial Divide.

February 27: Is There a Second Industrial Divide? Perspectives on Post Fordism
* Charles F. Sabel, "Flexible Specialization and the Re-emergence of Regional Economies.
A. Amin and K. Robins, "The Re-emergence of Regional Economies: The Mythical Geography of Flexible Accumulation."
* Wolfgang Streeck, "Diversified Quality Production" Unpublished paper.
Werner Segerberger and Frank Pyle, "Small Firm Industrial Districts and Local Economic Regeneration."

March 6: Corporatist and Social Democratic Models of Capitalist Governance


Wolfgang Streeck, "Interest Variety and Organizing Capacity: Two Logics of Collective Action."


* Peter Katzenstein, Small States in World Markets: Industrial Policy in Europe, Chapter 4.

March 13 and 20: The Logic of American Capitalist Development

Seymour Martin Lipset "Why No Socialism in the United States."

* Eric Foner, "Why is There No Socialism in the United States?" History Workshop, 17 (Spring 1984), 57-80.

* Alfred Chandler, "Rise and Evolution of Big Business" (Repeat from February 20).

* Ellis Hawley, "Herbert Hoover and American Capitalism"

* J. Rogers Hollingsworth, "The Logic of American Manufacturing Sectors."

April 3: The Logic of Japanese Capitalist Development


"Japanese Subcontractors" Focus Japan, (September 1978).


Imai Ken'ishi and Itami Hiroyuki, "Allocation of Labor and Capital in Japan and the United States.”


April 17: The Logic of German Capitalist Development


April 24: The Logic of Swedish Capitalist Development


* Margaret Wilt and Tread Shepp, "State Structure and the Post-Political of \n'Socialist' Responses to the Great Depression in Sweden, Britain, and the \nU.S.,” in Peter Evans, et al, Being the State Back In.


May 1: Market Tendencies in Socialist Economies

